
Chapter 1: From Exodus to Genesis  

Gidon Lev swooshed into a café near Tel Aviv with a clipboard neatly tucked under one 

arm. It was stuffed with scribbled notes and receipts. With his merry blue eyes, shock of white 

hair, and a mischievous grin, eighty-two year old Gidon did not fit my image of a Holocaust 

survivor. But then, he was the only Holocaust survivor I had ever met.  

But I’m getting ahead of myself. In 2010 my life fell apart. I mean, really fell apart. A close 

friend died of breast cancer, three weeks later, my brother Peter committed suicide, and a few 

weeks after that, I lost my business. I was gutted. In 2012, I decided to move to Israel. It seemed 

like a good idea at the time. For some time, I described myself as an “expat”; that seemed very 

Hemmingway-esque to me. But it didn’t take long to realize that I was actually simply an 

immigrant with all the challenges immigrants face; language, employment, culture-shock. But 

then, Israel is a country of immigrants, so I fit right in. I began working on a memoir, They Do 

Things Differently Here, about how my Eat Pray Love adventure had gone hysterically 

sideways. Well, it was funny sometimes. I wrote some chapters about the exotic local 

phenomenon like the warm, blue-green Mediterranean deceivingly full of seasonally traveling 

jellyfish, or the sometimes withering heat and yellow, enveloping dust storms. I wrote a lot about 

how not speaking the language made me feel impotent and childish. I had a lot to say, for 

therapeutic reasons, about the absurdly funny but usually infuriating level of bureaucracy in 

Israel. Of course, I wrote about life in a conflict zone and the despair and fear I felt when the air 

raid sirens went off.  Maybe I would have some outsider insight, some magical solution to the 

ongoing conflict between Israel and the Palestinians. As if.  

Among the things that I experienced is that one cannot live in Israel for any period of time 

and not be touched by the Holocaust.  I was about twelve years old when I saw a mini-series 

about the Holocaust on television. Starring Meryl Streep and James Woods, among others, the 



series aired in four parts. I was shaken to my core. Ovens? Gas chambers? Later in life, of 

course, I learned much more about the Holocaust through films, books, and museum exhibits. By 

then, I had converted to Judaism. But still, the Holocaust, the lowest moment in human history, 

the absolute nadir of humankind wasn’t part of my family history, nor anyone that I knew or had 

ever met.  I knew that while Holocaust survivors are not uncommon in Israel, and that Israelis 

are accustomed to their presence in the social fabric and I came to understand that the Holocaust 

has a powerful role as a kind of founding narrative in Israel, similar to the way the Wild West is 

a potent part of the American identity, with its outlaw, rugged individualist, yippy-kay-eye ethos. 

America had been founded on a dream and fueled by a myth. The modern State of Israel was 

founded after a nightmare that was all too real.  

Every year, on Yom HaShoah (Holocaust Remembrance Day), a siren blares out over the 

whole country, in every city, village, and town. Israelis stop whatever they are doing and stand in 

silence while the siren moans for what seems like forever but is really two minutes. It is eerie, it 

is mournful, and let me tell you, it is powerful. Cars pull over to the side of the road, freeways 

come to a standstill. The whole country simply stops and stands, heads bowed.  

I knew that moving from Los Angeles to Tel Aviv, might be considered by some as “crazy” 

or maybe even “ill-considered” but my amazing, moving, heartfelt, elucidating book would 

prove everybody wrong.  Predictably, the dramatic, healing, redemptive cue-the-soaring music 

moment in which it all made sense in some big, universally relatable movie deal way never 

happened. Obviously, I had to change my outlook. I chose to think that my exodus from my prior 

American life brought me, unwittingly, to this very moment as I write these very words and to be 

honest, I like to think about stuff like that. The way things are connected. Things, people and 

circumstances don’t just fall out of the sky, fully formed; they develop. It takes time.  



 

E.E. Cummings once said “I imagine that yes is the only living thing.” 

 

After the loss of his wife Susan in 2012, Gidon Lev had painstakingly written down the 

story of his life. It kept him busy but it also gave him the opportunity to introspect deeply for the 

first time in a long time.  He began to search for an editor to help him proofread and organize his 

writings. Eventually, he was referred to me. I can’t tell you exactly why I agreed to meet; I made 

a habit of working with experienced writers only and had never worked with a life story. I 

suppose I was curious about him, and besides, I felt a bit obligated. Gidon was a Holocaust 

survivor, didn’t I owe him at least some of my time?  

It didn’t take long to see that Gidon Lev, a father, son, grandfather, dairyman, husband, 

builder, dancer, doer, mischief-maker, and rascal had quite a story to tell. He launched right into 

it. His children had been kidnapped, he told me. Kidnapped? Oy vey. Wait – which children? 

The first two! How many are there? Six! It was clear that whatever terrible events had led to a 

kidnapping (was that what really happened?) was very central to Gidon’s life and had caused 

him deep pain. But then, with a twinkle in his eyes, Gidon told me about his search for his 

children, in California, and how along the way, he had gone to a nude beach, gotten poison oak, 

worked on a farm and made a split-second decision in a parking lot that changed the direction of 

his life forever. But there was more, and for that, we had to go back in time again. After his 

liberation, Gidon had been in a socialist Zionist youth group in Canada. He had come to Israel in 

1959 and been a devoted kibbutznik. He had fought in the Israeli army and had taken fire by 

Syrians; he lost his pants crossing the Jordan River, with his rifle held up over his head. He was 

stationed on Mount Scopus.  



We went forward in time again. Gidon took five children camping across the United States, 

he had lived in Wales – but this is with this second wife. Second wife?  

I was overwhelmed by Gidon and his collection of rambling, seemingly disconnected 

stories. Hadn’t he been in a concentration camp? What about that part? That was how he had 

introduced himself to me in the first place. Was this man quite all right in the head? I had heard 

stories about Holocaust survivors, lonely, isolated, depressed, or sometimes heroic activists. 

Gidon was neither of those things. But he was indeed a real character, genuinely, 

unapologetically unique. I can’t resist people like that. Not that I was going to work on his 

project, mind you. But I was deeply curious about this peculiar man who had swooshed into my 

life. To get to know Gidon seemed like an opportunity to say “yes” to something new. What did I 

have to lose?  

Gidon was born Peter Wolfgang Löw and was born in Karlovy Vary (Carlsbad) 

Czechoslovakia in 1935. His stern, diminutive mother had been trained as a milliner, and his 

father owned a scrap iron lot. Only seven months earlier, Adolf Hitler had become the Führer of 

Germany. When Gidon was six months old, the Nuremberg Race Laws stripped German Jews of 

their rights. The chubby baby in the faded photos has no idea what his future holds. He doesn’t 

know he will grow up with his father. In 1938, when Peterl, as his mother called him, was just 

three and a half, Germany annexed the Sudetenland, an area that cups the northern and western 

parts of what was then Czechoslovakia in what was called the Munich Agreement. The Jewish 

population in Sudeten fled eastward to Prague. Gidon’s family packed up too. The red tricycle 

Gidon had just gotten for his birthday had to be left behind. He remembers crying on the train 

platform and that his grandfather tried to persuade his parents to change their minds. But they 

were frightened of what the future held and didn’t have room for a plaything.  



Three years later, in 1941, Peter, who would years later, Hebraize his name to Gidon, was 

transported with his mother to the Terezin (Theresienstadt) concentration camp, just over 30 

miles north of Prague. His father and grandfather had been transported two weeks earlier. Peter – 

Gidon – spent four years in the camp. In fact, of the estimated 15,000 children who were 

imprisoned in or transported through Terezin, only 92 survived; Gidon is one of those children.  

While Gidon and his mother miraculously survived, his father, great-grandmother, three 

grandparents, aunts, great-aunts, uncles, great-uncles, and cousins all perished in Auschwitz, 

Buchenwald, Treblinka, Majdanek, and the Izbeca and Warsaw ghettos. What had been a large 

family spread over Czechoslovakia and Austria was reduced to two: Gidon and his mother, 

Doris.  

I felt totally unqualified and inadequate to take the project on, not just because it was an 

unruly bunch of stories scattered over eighty-two years but because my knowledge of the 

Holocaust was minimal, comparatively speaking. Anyway, if measuring Gidon’s writing output 

by topic counted for anything, he really hadn’t written that much about the Holocaust. He had 

written much more about his life after he was liberated. There were thousands of words and 

hundreds of pages about the regular stuff we all do in our lives; camping trips, birthday parties, 

changing jobs, moving house. There is no nice way to tell someone that the details of their 

normal lives are not that interesting to non-family members. And what was this so-called 

kidnapping all about? I needed to wade into the family closet full of skeletons like I needed a 

hole in the head. Gidon and his project was every nope for me.  

I guess the Great Unicorn in the sky had other plans.  
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